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Abstract:
This project aims to determine the feasibility and efficacy of intra-arterial endovascular delivery of mesenchymal stem cells in a large animal model. Previous studies have shown that human bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) exhibit tropism for gliomas.

A recent clinical trial using a tumor-selective oncolytic adenovirus, Delta-24-RGD showed positive results via intratumoral injection. However, intratumoral injection was limited by backflow and limited viral diffusion. I hypothesize that catheter-based endovascular injection, utilizing the tumor-tropic hMSCs as viral carriers, could offer minimally invasive, selective, and more effective delivery.

Although small animal studies have suggested that hMSC delivery of Delta-24 is efficacious, these models do not recapitulate the true clinical scenario; the feasibility and safety in patients is unknown. We propose to first assess the feasibility of endovascular delivery of MSCs transfected with Delta-24-RGD (hMSC-Delta-24) in a nontumoral healthy canine model. Optimal catheter type, location of intra-arterial injection, maximal dose, and systemic distribution of hMSC-Delta-24 will be determined. These parameters will then be applied in a tumor-bearing canine model to assess their impact on the tumor-tropism of hMSC-Delta-24. The results of this study will provide crucial preclinical data to support and guide a human clinical trial of endovascular delivery of Delta-24-hMSC.

This translational research regarding endovascular therapy for GBM is a unique opportunity for collaborative treatment between two neurosurgical subspecialties and is a promising new avenue of practice for cerebrovascular neurosurgeons.
**Progress:**

Aim – Determine the optimal neuroendovascular technique, maximum tolerated dose (MTD), and safety profile injection of hMSC-Delta-24 in a healthy canine.

1.1 Determine the optimal microcatheter to use for endovascular injection of hMSC-Delta-24.

1.2 Identify the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of hMSC-Delta-24.

1.3 Determine the optimal microcatheter location for endovascular injection of hMSC-Delta-24.

1.4 Assess the systemic/organ distribution and toxicity profile of hMSC-Delta-24 following endovascular injection.

We tested multiple catheters for compatibility injection timing, catheter tortuosity, and medication compatibility. Some data are provided below. We found that none of these affected the viability of our hMSCs loaded with Delta-24. Further, we found that the hMSCs were able to deliver the virus successfully and the virus retained its oncolytic capability.

**Result 4: Catheter-infused cells maintained anti-glioma activity**
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We then tested this in healthy non-tumor-bearing canines. This served to validate our technique in a large animal with endovascular characteristics similar to humans. While we had initially planned to use a tumor-bearing model, ultimately we determined this to be too costly and raised too many ethical concerns for a survival model in which stroke was possible or likely. As a result we have secured follow-up funding to validate this in a tumor-bearing rabbit model (see below).
Instead, we tested canines in this procedure and performed MRI and pathological testing to determine technical/procedural outcome and safety. We found no major complications and no strokes up to our highest concentration.
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